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Abstract 
This paper describes a direct solver algorithm for a sequence of finite element meshes that are h-
refined towards one or several point singularities. For such a sequence of grids, the solver delivers 
linear computational cost O(N) in terms of CPU time and memory with respect to the number of 
unknowns N. The linear computational cost is achieved by utilizing the recursive structure provided by 
the sequence of h-adaptive grids with a special construction of the elimination tree that allows for 
reutilization of previously computed partial LU factorizations over the entire unrefined part of the 
computational mesh. The reutilization technique reduces the computational cost of the entire sequence 
of h-refined grids from O(N
2
) down to O(N). Theoretical estimates are illustrated with numerical 
results on two- and three-dimensional model problems exhibiting one or several point singularities. 
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1. Introduction 
Direct solvers are at the core of many engineering analysis based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) 
[20]. The finite element (FE) solution process starts by describing a physical phenomenon in terms of 
a Partial Differential Equation (PDE) with the corresponding boundary and initial conditions over a 
prescribed domain. Then, this domain is discretized in terms of a finite element mesh, over which the 
FE solution of the PDE system is obtained by solving a system of linear equations. Finally, the error of 
the solution is estimated, and if it is above a prescribed tolerance error, the mesh is further refined and 
the corresponding systems of equations are solved until the solution accuracy is within certain error 
bounds.    
The multi-frontal solver is the state-of-the-art algorithm for solving linear systems of equations [10, 11] 
when using a direct solver. It is a generalization of the frontal solver algorithm proposed in [9]. The 
multi-frontal algorithm constructs an assembly tree based on the analysis of the connectivity data. FE 
are joint into pairs, and fully assembled unknowns are eliminated within frontal matrices associated to 
multiple branches of the tree. The process is repeated until the root of the assembly tree is reached. 
Finally, the common interface problem is solved and partial backward substitutions are recursively 
executed over the assembly tree.  
The direct solver algorithm can be generalized to the use of matrix blocks associated with nodes of the 
computational mesh (called supernodes) [1]. This allows for a reduction of the computational cost 
related to construction of the elimination tree, since the analysis can then be performed at the level of 
matrix blocks rather than at the level of particular scalar values. There also exist different 
implementations of the multi-frontal solver algorithm that target specific computer architectures (see, 
e.g., [2,3,4,5]). Other significant advances in the area of multi-frontal solvers include the design of a 
hybrid solver, where the elimination tree is cut at some level, and the remaining Schur complements 
are submitted to an iterative solver [6]. There also exists a linear computational cost direct solver 
based on the use of H-matrices [15] with compressed non-diagonal blocks. The main limitation of 
these solvers is that they produce a non-exact solution.  
In this paper we focus on two and three dimensional finite element problems exhibiting point 
singularities. The corresponding grids are subject to a sequence of h refinements towards the existing 
singularities. The resulting recursive structure of these grids enables one to build a direct solver 
algorithm that has linear computational cost for a single grid from the sequence of h-refined grids [19]. 
In this paper, we describe a special way of constructing the elimination tree that results in a linear 
computational cost of the direct solver algorithm for the entire sequence of h-refined grids.  
Most available multi-frontal solvers construct the elimination tree by analyzing the structure of the 
global matrix (e.g., MUMPS solver [12, 13, 14]). In this paper we present an alternative approach, 
where the elimination tree is constructed based on the direct analysis of the computational mesh. Thus, 
the input data used during the analysis phase is just the computational mesh. This approach was 
already proposed in [16], where the elimination tree was constructed by browsing the refinement trees 
from the smallest to the largest elements following the natural ordering provided by the FE method. 
Unfortunately, such an ordering results in a non-linear computational cost for h-adaptive grids. In our 
approach, we browse the refinement trees from the largest to the smallest element and we merge 
frontal matrices from refinement trees adjacent to a common point singularity. By doing so, we 
achieve linear computational cost for each h-refined grid towards one or several point singularities. 
We have already proposed this ordering in terms of the graph grammar model of the computational 
mesh [22, 23], however we didn’t realize that this ordering implies linear computational cost. 
Moreover, the elimination tree can be constructed in such a way that previously computed LU 
factorizations can be reutilized over all unrefined parts the mesh. This feature provides us with a direct 
solver algorithm that delivers linear computational cost with respect to the number of unknowns not 
only for a single h-refined computational mesh, but also for the entire sequence of meshes constructed 
by executing several h-refinements towards one or many point singularities.  Thus, the reutilization 
technique reduces the computational cost from O(N
2
) down to O(N). 
Theoretical estimates are illustrated with several numerical results, including 2D problems discretized 
with the so-called ´radical´ meshes [17, 18] towards one or two singularities, and a 3D Fichera model 
problem [8]. 
 
2. Elimination Tree of the Direct Solver 
For illustration purposes, we consider the grid described in Figure 1, which describes an initial two 
elements grid that has been h-refined towards a point singularity located in the middle of the bottom 
edge. We assume a global uniform order of approximation p over the entire mesh. 
In order to build an elimination tree of the above model problem based on the connectivity information 
that exists within every FE code, it may seem attractive the idea of building an elimination tree that 
follows the natural ordering of elements provided by the FE code. Unfortunately, such an approach 
produces the following undesired situation. In the last step of the solver, all unknowns associated to 
the vertical mid-edges of the grid (lying at line z=0 in Figure 1) remain untouched, since none of them 
has been eliminated. As a result, the CPU time cost associated to the elimination performed on this last 
step of the solver scales as O(N
1.5
), which is prohibitively expensive. 
Thus, we propose an alternative approach for building the elimination tree. The solver algorithm 
browses the refinement trees from the top level down to the leaves, and it uses only one frontal matrix. 
It first identifies fully assembled nodes located within each level of the refinement elimination tree, 
eliminates them, and then it iterates the process by going down to the next level.  
This elimination tree ensures that the size of a single frontal matrix involved in the solver algorithm 
remains constant. In the first step, the largest-size elements (namely, elements 1,2,3,4,5, and 6) are 
eliminated with respect to all interface unknowns (grey stars in Figure 2). After these elements have 
been eliminated, we obtain a grid with the same topological structure. In the second step of the 
algorithm, we eliminate elements 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 with respect to the interface unknowns (dots 
in Figure 2). This second step has the same cost as the first step, since the number of unknowns that 
are eliminated is the same in both cases, and the number of interface unknowns is also the same. Then, 
we iterate the process. We observe that all steps require the same computational cost with the 
exception of the final step (where we eliminate the remaining elements), which has an even smaller 
cost than each of the previous steps. Since the cost at each step (level of the elimination tree) is 
constant, the total cost of the algorithm is proportional to the number of levels, which by grid 
construction is proportional to the number of unknowns. As a result, we obtain a solver algorithm with 
linear computational cost with respect to the number of unknowns. For a detailed analysis of the 
computational cost of an analogous version of the algorithm that browses elements level by level in a 
reverse bottom-up fashion, we refer to [19]. 
The main advantage of constructing a top-to-bottom elimination tree (as opposed to the bottom-to-top 
elimination tree proposed in [19]) is related to the re-utilization of previously computed LU 
factorizations. If one solves the problem in a given grid and then performs an additional h-refinement 
towards the singular point, the top-to-bottom approach enables a full re-utilization of previously 
computed LU factorizations, since new refined elements appear at the top of the elimination tree, 
compare Figure 3. Thus, one only needs to re-compute the LU factorization corresponding to the 
newly-generated elements. Notice that this is not possible in the bottom-to-top approach proposed in 
[19], since newly-generated elements appear at the leaves of the elimination tree, which requires re-
computation of almost all previously computed partial LU factorizations. 
 
3. Theoretical estimates on the computational cost 
This section compares the number of floating point operations (NFLOPS) required to solve the entire 
sequence of h-refined grids performed with and without reutilization of previously computed LU 
factorizations. Again, we consider the radical grid described in Figure 1. We assume a starting grid 
with eight elements that has been generated by globally refining a two-elements grid. . The sequence 
of grids is generated by isotropically h-refining the two elements closest to the singular point, and 
iterating the process. 
We denote by L to the total number of grids in the sequence. Notice that L is also the number of 
refinement levels in the last grid from the sequence. Let Tl denotes the execution time of the direct 
solver algorithm over the l-th grid from the sequence of grids. Let Ml denote the memory usage of the 
direct solver algorithm over the l-th. Let Nl denote the number of unknowns at grid number l from the 
sequence. Let N= NL be the total number of unknowns at the last L-th grid. 
As mentioned before (and also proved in [19]), the execution time of the solution of a single grid is 
linear, which can be expressed as Tl = c1 + Nl c2 for the l-th grid, where c1 and c2 are constants.  
We also know that the number of unknowns grows linearly within the sequence, in other words  
Nl =c3+ c4l, where c3 and c4 are constants. 
 
3.1 NFLOPS estimates for the LU factorization over a sequence of h-refined grids without 
reutilization 
The total NFLOPS required for performing the LU factorization of the entire sequence of h-refined 
grids without reutilizing previously computed LU factorizations is given by:  
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We can also estimate the memory usage, which is  
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3.2 NFLOPS estimates for the LU factorization over a sequence of h-refined grids with 
reutilization 
We estimate now the total NFLOPS required for computing the LU factorization over the entire 
sequence of h-refined grids with reutilization of previously computed LU factorizations. When the 
reutilization is turned on, the cost of solving a single grid from the sequence becomes constant, and we 
obtain 
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We can also estimate the memory usage. When the reutilization is active, the solution consists of 
generating just one frontal matrix associated with the root of the elimination tree, which implies that 
the memory usage of a single grid from the sequence is constant (Ml= c7), and we obtain 
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We conclude that the reutilization reduces the execution time from O(N
2
) down  to O(N) and preserves 
the memory usage of order O(N). 
 
4. Numerical results 
The reutilization solver has been implemented and tested on a number of model problems. 
We report here the memory usage expressed as the number of non-zero entries in the LU factorization 
as well as the execution time for the following solver algorithms: 
• the state-of-the-art MUMPS direct solver [12,13,14] with PORD [21] ordering, 
• our in-house solver called Hypersolver [24] that employs the elimination trees proposed in this 
paper but do not reutilize partial LU factorizations, and 
our in-house solver called Reutilization that employs the elimination trees proposed in this paper and 
also reutilizes previously computed partial LU factorizations. 
 
The reason why we usually employ the MUMPS solver with PORD ordering and not the METIS [20] 
ordering is that the PORD ordering provides better performance of the solver on the examples 
considered in this paper. 
These solvers have been tested using the following examples: 
• the two dimensional radical mesh with one artificially enforced singularity presented in  
Figure 1, 
• the two dimensional radical mesh with two artificially enforced singularities presented in 
Figure 4, 
• the two dimensional L-shape domain problem described [17, 18, 7], and 
• the three dimensional Fichera problem introduced in [8] 
In all grids, we employ a polynomial order of approximation p=5. 
We start by comparing the number of new non-zero entries in the LU factorization for the h refined 
grid sequence towards point singularites. The comparisons for all model problems are described in 
Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. Both MUMPS and our home-made Hypersolver have to recompute the entire LU 
factorization for each new mesh. Thus, the number of non-zero entries grows within the sequence. 
However, the Reutilization solver only re-computes non-zero entries of the LU factorization in those 
newly refined elements surrounding the point singularity. 
Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 compare the execution times of different solvers when applied to our model 
problems. Our home-made Hypersolver is significantly slower in the pre-asymptotic regime than 
currently state-of-the-art solvers like MUMPS. This is because our solver has not been optimized. 
However, the purpose of the paper is to show that the scalability is better, which eventually translates 
in a better performance even without using optimized codes, as clearly illustrated in the results. From 
these results, we conclude that the reutilization solver outperforms MUMPS solver, since it delivers 
constant execution time for each grid from the sequence of grids. In particular, for the most expensive 
Fichera problem, we also distinguish between the forward elimination and backward substitution parts 
of the solver, and we conclude that the backward substitution time is negligible here, as expected. 
However, the computational cost for backward substitution is linear for a single grid of the sequence, 
but the computational cost constant is relatively small.  
Finally, Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 compare the total execution time for the entire sequence of h refined 
grids. From the comparison, it follows that only our reutilization solver delivers linear execution time. 
 
5. Limitations of the method 
The linear computational cost of the direct solver algorithm can be only obtained in presence of point 
singularities. Thus, we have utilized the 3D Fichera problem to test only a sequence of grids refined 
towards a central point singularity, as displayed in the left panel of Figure 17. In the case of a 
sequence of refinements towards point and edge singularities, presented on the right panel of Figure 17, 
the solver does not exhibit linear computational cost. This is because the number of degrees of 
freedom added during the edge refinement is no longer constant. The numerical experiments with 
MUMPS solver suggest that the execution time could be of order O(N
1.5
), see Figure 18. 
 
Conclusions 
In this paper we presented a new direct solver algorithm that constructs an elimination tree based on 
the analysis of the structure of the computational mesh. The solver focuses on a class of computational 
meshes that are h-refined towards point singularities. The algorithm delivers linear computational cost 
of the solution for the entire sequence of meshes that are h-refined towards one or several point 
singularities. This is achieved by using an elimination tree that enables reutilization of previously 
computed partial LU factorizations over the entire unrefined part of the mesh. The reutilization 
technique reduces the computational cost of the solution of the entire sequence of h-refined grids from 
O(N
2
) down to O(N). These theoretical results are illustrated with several two and three dimensional 
model problems. Future work includes development of a more general algorithm for construction of 
the elimination tree that enables reutilization of partial LU factorizations for an arbitrary mesh. We 
also plan to develop the reutilization algorithm for three dimensional grids with combined point and 
edge singularities, where we expect a reduction on the computational cost from O(N
2
) down to O(N
1.5
). 
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Figure 1. Example of a radical mesh. 
 
Figure 2. Elimination pattern on a single level. 
 
 
Figure 3. Elimination tree based on top-to-bottom ordering, which enables efficient reutilization of 
previously  computed LU factorizations. 
 
Figure 4. Radical mesh with two point singularities. 
 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of the number of non-zero entries for the radical mesh with one singularity.  
 
 
Figure 6. Comparison of the number of non-zero entries for the L-shape domain problem. 
 
 
Figure 7. Comparison of the number of non-zero entries for the Fichera problem. 
 
 
Figure 8. Comparison of the number of non-zero entries for the radical mesh with two point 
singularities. 
 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of the execution time for the radical mesh with one point singularity. 
 
 
Figure 10. Comparison of the execution time for the L-shape domain problem. 
 
 
Figure 11. Comparison of the execution time for the Fichera problem. Additionally, we describe the 
forward elimination part (F.E.) and the backward substitution part (B.S.) of the reutilization solver. 
Notice that the total time of the reutilization solver is the sum of the F.E. and B.S. times. 
 
 
Figure 12. Comparison of the execution time for the radical mesh with two singularities. Additionally, 
we describe the forward elimination part (F.E.) and the backward substitution part (B.S.) of the 
reutilization solver. Notice that the total time of the reutilization solver is the sum of the F.E. and B.S. 
times. 
 
 
Figure 13. Comparison of the total execution time for the entire sequence of grids for the radical mesh 
with one point singularity. 
 
 
Figure 14. Comparison of the total execution time for the entire sequence of grids for the L-shape 
domain problem. 
 
 
Figure 15. Comparison of the total execution time for the entire sequence of grids for the Fichera 
problem. 
 
 
Figure 16. Comparison of the total execution time for the entire sequence of grids for the radical mesh 
with two point singularities. 
 
 
Figure 17. Refinements towards point singularity versus refinements towards one point and three edge 
singularities.  
 
 
 
Figure 18. Non-linear computational cost of the MUMPS solution corresponding to the Fichera 
problem with one point and three edge singularities. 
 
